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Poultry
Whole birds are slightly up. Jumbo breasts were up. Medium
breasts and small breasts are flat. Wings are up with very strong
demand. Jumbo tenders were steady. Small tenders were down. Leg
quarters are up based on increased export demand.

Pork

Beef
During the two holiday weeks, the boxed beef market saw very
light trade, with most of the activity comprised of fill‐in
business. As we enter the new year, retailers continue to focus
attention on end cuts. Ribs continue to trend softer, but a
bottom could be found soon as values are back to more of a
seasonal level. Tenderloins continue to struggle and are also
looking for a bottom.

Live hogs are trending up due to higher feed costs in the markets.
This will put pressure on primals. Butts are holding firm after a
normal holiday dip; we don’t expect them to keep this trend.
Boneless loins are moving up with a late push from retailers to stock
up their shelves. Ribs have and will remain the same. Supply is tight
and the market is firm.

Grains / Oil
Corn, wheat, and the entire soybean complex ended higher last week.
Focusing on soybean oil, we see increased overall demand, much of
which is from the biofuels sector. Also, increases in crude oil, palm oil,
Canola, peanut oil, corn oil, and sunflower oil, are putting pressure on
soybean oil.

Dairy
The natural cheese markets increased week over week, while the processed
cheese market decreased. The butter market increased $0.048/lb from the
previous week. All white shell eggs remained flat this week.

Seafood
Production plants in China are closed for extensive inspections as cases
of Covid‐19 increase affecting Cod, Pollock, Haddock, Flounder, and
Salmon production. Many shipments are delayed. Catfish production
improved as demand slowed and more workers return to work.

Vegetable Oils
All vegetable oil varieties continue to
move higher due to strong demand and
multiple market characteristics limiting
supply and raising prices.
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Asparagus‐Alert
Supplies remain very short from Peru and
Mexico. Volume expected to be tight for 7 – 10
days, until Mexico starts to get into better
production. Quality is fair to good.
Avocados
Increased demand over the holidays with
shortened packing and shipping schedule has
led to more harvest this week and stronger
field prices. Still peaking on 48s, 60s, and 70s
with higher percentage of #2’s.
Green Beans ‐ Alert
Supplies are light out of Florida and Mexico.
Quality is good, and the market is stronger.
Cooler temps slowing production.
Broccoli
Markets have improved as demand has slowed
and better availability is being seen.

Bananas‐Alert
Demand is good due to lighter supplies
caused by the hurricanes in Central
America, resulting in stronger markets.
Corn‐Alert
Florida struggling with quality and
volume. Market is very strong and
anticipated to remain strong through
February. Mexico production delayed
due to cooler temps.
Melons‐Alert
All 3 melons incurred significant damage
from hurricanes Eta and Lota in Central
America last month. Heavy wind and rain
from these back‐to‐back storms caused
major damage with crop losses of 50‐60%.
This is expected to affect supplies and prices
through February.

Parsley‐Alert
The markets on parsley remain
challenging due to quality issues and
limited supply.

Celery‐Alert
Market is very strong as product growth is slower due to colder
weather patterns. Expect active markets with the potential for
less supply for the month of January. For quality we are watching
for discoloration and under sizing.
Mixed Berries
Raspberries and Blackberries: The market will start to increase as
the supplies start to trend down for the rest of January. Stronger
supplies are not expected until February, so the market will
continue to be strong for the next 2‐4 weeks. Blueberries
continue in good supply with good quality being reported from
the growing regions.
Strawberries
Markets remain mostly steady due to lower demand. Colder
conditions have slowed production out of California. The market is
expected to remain unsettled with some supply challenges
through the Valentines Day demand pull.
Cauliflower
Market has improved significantly from the previous weeks as
demand has slowed, and product has become more available.
Quality is fair to good with bruising, minor discoloration, and
sizing noted on some packs.
Lemons
Demand is steady. Supplies are starting to lighten up on small
choice size. Quality continues to be good on all sizes.
Oranges
Demand is good. Supplies are good. Quality is good. The market
remains steady.
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Tomato‐Alert
Active markets both East and West on all varieties due to cool
weather in Florida combined with light volume out of Nogales.
Color and quality vary among shippers.

